AK 159 METAL BURNISHING

A new faster formula (works in seconds), and at a more competitive price. We have extensively tested and formulated, and improved this product, here at AK-Interactive. With our Metal Burnishing fluid, you can naturally weather and ‘rust’ white metal tracks, such as those made by Friulmodel. Just dip the tracks in the liquid for a few seconds and the metal will begin to appear dark and rusty very quickly, easily and effortlessly. You can vary the effect using different dilutions and varying lengths of soak. Using less product, you can achieve even better results than with our previous formula.

Pour the product into a container with caution. It can be diluted but this will change the reaction times.

Place the tracks inside the liquid AK 159 METAL BURNISHING.

Let liquid act during some seconds inside the liquid.

With the aid of an old brush make the liquid penetrate inside the cavities to achieve a uniform look.

Dry it out with an absorbent paper and let the liquid react to create the rust.

Here we can see different kinds of liquid exposure.

Here you can see the final result, with this new formula you can play with liquid exposure and liquid dilution to achieve many different kind of looks.

After half an hour the liquid will have finished reacting achieving the desired effects.

clean it with water to remove the excess.